ABSTRACT. This article gives a review of techniques applied to make sea state estimation on the basis of measured responses on a ship. The general concept of the procedures is similar to that of a classical wave buoy, which exploits a linear assumption between waves and the associated motions. In the frequency domain, this assumption yields the mathematical relation between the measured motion spectra and the directional wave spectrum.
Trustful means for sea state estimation include floating wave buoys, which are primary tools used to collect 16 statistical ocean wave data. However, wave buoys are not practical for a sailing ship requiring (precise) sea 17 state information in real-time and at its actual geographical position. On the other hand, the analogy between 18 a ship and a floating buoy naturally suggests to using the ship itself as a kind of wave buoy. Thus, a number 19 of research studies have explored this 'wave buoy analogy' in the past, and the author of the present paper 20 has worked extensively on the topic for about the last fifteen years.
21
This paper presents a concise account of techniques for shipboard sea state estimation using measured vessel as international colleagues. However, it is believed that the author has come across most of the work carried 26 out within the particular field, so other fundamental studies, not related to the present author, will also be 27 cited; without the ambition to list every single reference from the literature.
28
Although other means for shipboard sea state estimation exist, based on, e.g., the use of X-band navigational 29 radars or over-the-bow looking devices, those means will not be mentioned herein and, hence, shipboard Sea state (wave spectrum) FIGURE 1. Combination of wave-induced response measurements and a mathematical model can be used to deduce information about the on-site sea state. (Nielsen et al., 2016) 2.1. Main Assumption. In mild and moderate wave climate, the wave-induced six degrees-of-freedom 64 motion of a ship and associated structural loads are often assumed to be linear with the incident waves, meaning that the amplitudes of those responses are proportional to the wave amplitudes in regular waves.
66
Consequently, the responses can be quantified in irregular waves by adding together results from regular 67 waves with different amplitudes, wavelengths and propagation directions.
68
The linear assumption between waves and associated responses facilitates the use of transfer functions, or Figure 2 , where a response spectrum is combined with RAOs, using spectral analysis, 81 so that an estimate of the sea state is given in terms of a wave (energy) spectrum. Studies have shown that, in 82 practice, wave estimation is improved by (optimally) selecting a set of three simultaneous vessel responses 83 (Nielsen, 2006) . Instead of a solution formulated in the frequency domain, derived by use of spectral analysis and with pos-85 sible disadvantages, it has been suggested by Nielsen et al. ( , 2016 to make the fitting of the measured 86 response and the corresponding theoretically calculated one directly in the time domain (Fig. 3) . In this 87 sense, the approach is similar to a previous work by Pascoal and Soares (2009) In the next two sections, 3 and 4, the fundamentals of the techniques used for, respectively, frequency domain 92 and time domain shipboard SSE are briefly described. As such, the sections can be read separately and 3.1. Comparison of Spectral Energy Distribution. A set of ship responses is considered, and the complex-108 valued transfer functions, H i (ω e , χ) and H j (ω e , χ) for the i-th and j-th responses, yield the theoretical rela-109 tionship between the i-th and the j-th components of the response spectra S ij (ω e ) and the directional wave 110 spectrum E(ω e , χ) through the following integral equation
This is illustrated in
where ω e and χ are the encounter wave frequency and the relative wave heading, respectively, and the bar doing so, the mathematical relation between encountered (wave) frequency and true frequency is secured;
where U is the forward speed of the ship, and g is the acceleration of gravity. The triple-valued function 120 problem exists when ω e < 1 4A since, in this case, three wave frequencies correspond to one (positive)
121
encounter frequency.
122
It should be understood that the left-hand side of Eq. (1) is estimated by measured data while the right-hand 123 side is obtained through theoretical calculations. Consequently, a minimisation problem can be formulated 124 and, casting the expressions into matrix notation, the objective is to minimise
where · represents the L 2 norm. In the equation, the vector function f (x) expresses the wave spectrum 126 E (ω, χ) and the vector b contains the elements of the measured response spectra S ij (ω e ), while the coef-127 ficient matrix A basically has its elements derived from the complex-valued transfer functions. Details are
128
given by Nielsen (2006) .
129
The minimisation problem given by Eq. (3) can be handled by different approaches. 
where indices l and h correspond to lower and higher frequency limits, respectively. The actual values 
where the fitting parameters are [α, β, γ, σ, ω p , r, n]. A directional spectrum is obtained as
with D(...) being a spreading function for wave direction θ; satisfying the normality condition following sea has not to be considered.
165
Compared to the other frequency-domain principle, outlined in subsection 3.1, the ambition with the 'energy- 
The the irregular response r as the sum of n f harmonic components, each represented in a total of n θ wave 227 directions:
From the equivalence between Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) it can be seen how the elements of the measurement 229 matrix should be assigned. Part of the matrix is shown below for the j-th frequency, i-th direction, m-th 230 response and k-th time instant, respectively
where ∆t denotes used sampling time. The full matrix at any point in time t k = k∆t is built by concatenat-
232
ing the submatrices C jim , leaving k as the only free index (Pascoal and Soares, 2009 ).
233
The application of the Kalman filter (e.g. Brown and Hwang, 1992) involves the standard prediction and ratios between the spectral ordinates of the parameterised spectrum in the true domain and in the encounter 264 domain, respectively, can be formed at the three known frequencies: and, relying on the stated assumption, the following expressions are derived:
where the symbol " . =" expresses that the ratios are assumed to be identical; not necessarily with a match 270 between the pairs of numerators and the pairs of denominators, respectively, on the left-and right-hand 271 sides. In Eqs. (12)- (14), the estimated encounter wave spectral ordinateŜ(ω e ) is formed by the complex 272 wave amplitude, which is the output of the Kalman filtering approach. Thus, the estimated wave spectral 273 ordinatesŜ(ω i ) at the three given wave frequencies ω i , i = 1, 2, 3 can be calculated. 
Marine craft ζ(t)
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APPLICATION STUDIES

297
The previous sections have summarised different approaches for shipboard SSE, using the vessel itself as 298 a wave buoy. In the past, the author has made numerous studies, alone and with colleagues, applying the 299 aforementioned approaches both on simulated response data and on full-scale recordings for estimating the 
Wave Spectra by the Wave Buoy Analogy
The wave buoy analogy provides the complete (frequency-directional) distribution of energy as its solution. In addition to the integrated sea state parameters, examples of wave spectra can therefore be studied.
Below, a few results are shown for both the Bayesian approach and the parametric approach. It is noteworthy that, in the individual case, the wave spectrum is, as mentioned previously, based on one 20-minutes period of time series data considering set(s) of responses. Figure 8 shows an example of the wave spectrum obtained on 12 th August at 17:30. In the specific 1-D plot, it is observed that the parametric method produces a spectrum with slightly less energy than the Bayesian method. Despite a small difference between the energy in the spectra it is interesting to note how close the two spectra are shape-wise; keeping in mind that the Bayesian method solves for the individual spectral components in the complete directional wave spectrum. In the lower plots of Figure 8 , the directional wave spectrum is seen as polar diagrams mapped as contour plots. In the plots, the absolute vessel heading is 0 degrees and, thus, the plots are used to infer that the relative mean wave heading is about -110 deg. Obviously(!), both observationsless energy in the parametric spectrum and that of the relative mean wave heading -can be seen from the upper and lower plots, respectively, in Figure 3 . Another example of wave spectra produced by the wave buoy analogy can be seen in Figure 9 . In the figure, the wave spectrum on 2 nd October at 21:30 is illustrated. Based on the integrated frequency spectrum (upper plot) it is evident that, in this case, the parametric and the Bayesian approaches yield wave spectra which are slightly different shape-wise. The total amount of energy in the individual spectra is almost the same, but the Bayesian method estimates a spectrum with a sharper and comments: four estimating means show the same The sea state increases during the first the day and reaches a relatively severe on from around noon. Some variations n in the values of H s with results of the uoy analogy being a lower bound (6-10 ereas Radac results are an upper bound m). Note the difference in scale on the compared to the plots for the other dates. ering the zero-upcrossing period, the s estimates yield an upper bound whereRadac estimates yield a lower bound; an ation almost applicable to the whole day. me observation cannot be made with reo the peak period, where the Radac sysds the highest values consistently. able agreement is seen for the relative wave heading (with a few exceptions) ering estimates by the parametric apand by WaMos. However, results of the an method are in most cases deviating cantly.
The wave buoy analogy provides the complete (frequency-directional) distribution of energy as its solution. In addition to the integrated sea state parameters, examples of wave spectra can therefore be studied. Below, a few results are shown for both the Bayesian approach and the parametric approach. It is noteworthy that, in the individual case, the wave spectrum is, as mentioned previously, based on one 20-minutes period of time series data considering set(s) of responses. Figure 8 shows an example of the wave spectrum obtained on 12 th August at 17:30. In the specific 1-D plot, it is observed that the parametric method produces a spectrum with slightly less energy than the Bayesian method. Despite a small difference between the energy in the spectra it is interesting to note how close the two spectra are shape-wise; keeping in mind that the Bayesian method solves for the individual spectral components in the complete directional wave spectrum. In the lower plots of Figure 8 , the directional wave spectrum is seen as polar diagrams mapped as contour plots. In the plots, the absolute vessel heading is 0 degrees and, thus, the plots are used to infer that the relative mean wave heading is about -110 deg. Obviously(!), both observationsless energy in the parametric spectrum and that of the relative mean wave heading -can be seen from the upper and lower plots, respectively, in Figure 3 . Another example of wave spectra produced by the wave buoy analogy can be seen in Figure 9 . In the figure, the wave spectrum on 2 nd October at 21:30 is illustrated. Based on the integrated frequency spectrum (upper plot) it is evident that, in this case, the parametric and the Bayesian approaches yield wave spectra which are slightly different shape-wise. The total amount of energy in the individual spectra is almost the same, but the Bayesian method estimates a spectrum with a sharper ings and comments: ll the four estimating means show the same end: The sea state increases during the first alf of the day and reaches a relatively severe ondition from around noon. Some variations re seen in the values of H s with results of the ave buoy analogy being a lower bound (6-10 ) whereas Radac results are an upper bound 0-13 m). Note the difference in scale on the -axis compared to the plots for the other dates. onsidering the zero-upcrossing period, the aMos estimates yield an upper bound wheres the Radac estimates yield a lower bound; an bservation almost applicable to the whole day. he same observation cannot be made with repect to the peak period, where the Radac sysm finds the highest values consistently. easonable agreement is seen for the relative ean wave heading (with a few exceptions) onsidering estimates by the parametric aproach and by WaMos. However, results of the ayesian method are in most cases deviating ignificantly.
The wave buoy analogy provides the complete (frequency-directional) distribution of energy as its solution. In addition to the integrated sea state parameters, examples of wave spectra can therefore be studied. Below, a few results are shown for both the Bayesian approach and the parametric approach. It is noteworthy that, in the individual case, the wave spectrum is, as mentioned previously, based on one 20-minutes period of time series data considering set(s) of responses. Figure 8 shows an example of the wave spectrum obtained on 12 th August at 17:30. In the specific 1-D plot, it is observed that the parametric method produces a spectrum with slightly less energy than the Bayesian method. Despite a small difference between the energy in the spectra it is interesting to note how close the two spectra are shape-wise; keeping in mind that the Bayesian method solves for the individual spectral components in the complete directional wave spectrum. In the lower plots of Figure 8 , the directional wave spectrum is seen as polar diagrams mapped as contour plots. In the plots, the absolute vessel heading is 0 degrees and, thus, the plots are used to infer that the relative mean wave heading is about -110 deg. Obviously(!), both observationsless energy in the parametric spectrum and that of the relative mean wave heading -can be seen from the upper and lower plots, respectively, in Figure 3 . Another example of wave spectra produced by the wave buoy analogy can be seen in Figure 9 . In the figure, the wave spectrum on 2 nd October at 21:30 is illustrated. Based on the integrated frequency spectrum (upper plot) it is evident that, in this case, the parametric and the Bayesian approaches yield wave spectra which are slightly different shape-wise. The total amount of energy in the individual spectra is almost the same, but the Bayesian method estimates a spectrum with a sharper seen, that in these cases, the agreement is good; even for the multi-modal case shown at the right-hand side. that introduce an approach based on local sensitivity analysis.
347
In terms of accuracy and general results in previous studies, it is difficult for the author to favour the one 348 modelling procedure to the other, and the computational efficiency of the methods is also comparable. represent most ocean wave spectra, like it was seen in Figure 10 for the multi-modal case on the right-hand affecting the ability to provide accurate sea state estimates. This ambition is strived for by optimising the 363 wave parameters of a parameterised spectrum, containing a swell system and a wind sea system, using a 364 partitioning technique to estimate separately the individual systems. Clearly, due to its recent development,
365
the method needs to be further tested but, based on preliminary analyses of simulated data, promising results
366
have been obtained. The performance of the method has been examined thoroughly by Montazeri et al.
367
(2016a), testing the method's capability to estimate both unimodal and bimodal wave spectra, generated by 368 pure wind sea and, respectively, mixed sea (wind + swell) conditions. In the study, simulations of motion 369 responses were carried out for a container ship (L = 349.0 m, B = 42.8 m, T = 14.5 m) similar to that 370 studied in the previous subsection. Sample results of the study can be seen from Table 1 , which presents the 371 outcome of four test cases, M to P, all representing a mixed sea condition, with a wind sea and a swell part.
372
From the table, the true wave parameters for both parts appear; H s is significant wave height, T p is peak 373 period of the particular spectrum (wind sea or swell), µ is relative wave heading, s max is maximum spreading state. In the other situation, labelled 'RAO2', RAOs of software I were used for the simulation part, whereas
384
RAOs of software II were used in the estimation part. This latter situation resembles a situation close(r) 385 to reality, since the 'input conditions' are never exactly known during full-scale operational service. On 386 average, the best estimates are observed for 'RAO1'; both in terms of mean values and standard deviations.
387
However, the important point in this context is that reasonable estimates are found even for 'RAO2'; and the 388 differences between the results of 'RAO1' and 'RAO2' are barely noticeable from Table 1 and, as a consequence, simulation data is studied only for which reason there is still further work to be made.
406
One test case from the study is shown in Figure 11 , which applies for a container vessel (L = 175.0 m, realised from a wave elevation process with the given (true) wave parameters. As can be seen from the plot,
411
the agreement between the estimated spectrum and the true spectrum is, on average, good; both in terms of 412 the total area under the spectra (= energy of the wave system), measured by the significant wave height, and 413 the location of the spectra' peak, taken as the peak frequency. However, while the estimated peak frequency cases. In the plots the true amplitude levels are indicated, and it is seen that the estimated results are good.
445
For the two cases, the estimated (mean) wave periods are T est = 1.21 s and T est = 1.71 s, which agree 446 nicely with the true periods. In the model-basin, the wave elevation is usually measured by a wave probe 447 but, unfortunately, the probe was malfunctioning on the days when the experiments were conducted. Con- were studying also the capability to handle nonstationary conditions, such as sudden changes to the (true) [cm]
Measured heave (BeamSea) Figure 9 : Overview of time history recordings of the response measurements. Cases A, B, and C appear from the upper plot which shows the pitch motion, whereas the lower plot represents the heave motion, i.e. Cases D and E.
B. Wave estimation
The underlying wave trains of the single cases have been estimated based on 200 seconds long time history measurements of the pitch and heave responses and the results are seen in Figure 10 . The individual plots represent a zoom on an arbitrary time window selected within the full duration, 200 sec., of the considered case. It is noteworthy that in any case the response measurement has been averaged to zeromean. Usually, the wave elevation is measured in the modelbasin by a wave probe but, unfortunately, the probe was malfunction on the days when the experiments were taking place. Consequently, no comparisons can be made between the estimated wave elevation and the a model-basin. The outcome of the estimations, ex looks reasonable as judged by visual in in Figure 10 . In order to study the qua in more detail, statistics have been pro batches comprising the single cases (A Wave elevation: Case E Figure 10 : Estimations of wave elevations in Cases A (upper plot) to E (lower plot). Note the difference in scales on the y-axis.
the estimated wave elevation and the actual, true one in the model-basin. The outcome of the estimations, except that of Case A, looks reasonable as judged by visual inspections of the plots in Figure 10 . In order to study the quality of the estimations in more detail, statistics have been produced from the set of batches comprising the single cases (A to E), and the results is also important to point out, when using a ship as a wave buoy, the inherent limited capability to estimate 477 waves not necessarily felt by the ship, because of the ship's motion characteristics making it a wave filter. 
487
The immediate use of sea state estimates onboard a ship is directly coupled to navigational guidance and 488 decision support to the ship's master and crew, where focus is on safety and fuel consumption. In a somewhat 489 bigger perspective other uses of shipboard sea state estimations are, for instance, linked to:
490
• Ships' operational profiles in a short-term sense and during their lifetime; where an issue is whether 491 a ship meets the wave scenarios as it was designed for, notably with respect to safety and speed.
492
• On-shore performance evaluation of a ship and entire fleets; shipping companies should be able to 493 make more qualified fuel performance evaluations and comparisons when (reliable) wave data at actual position(s) is available.
• Added resistance in waves; related to the previous point, it is desirable to have knowledge about and 496 to improve models for calculating the added resistance in waves, where experimental data is still 497 scarce.
498
• Global network of 'wave recorders'; the total number of ships navigating the oceans is very large 499 and, if connected in a network, an enormous amount of wave data/statistics becomes available.
500
• Investigation of accidents; a sort of 'black box' could be installed on ships like it is known from the 501 aviation industry. Thus, with information about responses as well as wave conditions, weather-and 502 wave-induced accidents would be easier to investigate and analyse.
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